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I have a note that you include the following corrections in the manuscript Add a cross next to the index 1 of the author Jolly and to indicate that he died: "+" = décédé.
P: 153 In abst: line 10: change "tropical evergreen to semi evergreen" with "Tropical rain forest" P: 154 Line11: change "semi-deciduous forest" by "Tropical seasonal" P: 154 In introduction Line 17 change "The concentration of CO2" by "temperature" P: 155 line 29 change "aggregation" by "assemblage" P: 155 Ligne12: include after the biome (see 4.1) P: 159 Line 13: inlure after regeneration (see 4.2) P: 159 Linen 23: change "Urundi" to "Burundi" P: 160 Line: 17 by changing Indonesia Malaysia P: 161
Potential succession stage reconstructions Line 26 change "softly" with soft P: 161 In the discussion Line 13 change "if" by while P: 167
